Comments on the Green Paper '14-19: Extending opportunities, raising standards'
by the Linguistics Association of Great Britain.
(preliminary draft by Dick Hudson for the EC, 17 May 2002)

Responding organisation
The Linguistics Association of Great Britain (LAGB) is the principal professional association for academic linguists in universities of the UK.  Its membership has expertise in the general theory of language (structure, change, variation, and development) and also in the description of a wide range of languages including 
	English, 

all the 'modern foreign languages'  
many of the 'community languages' spoken in the UK.
Language is complex, and its study necessarily involves technicalities (such as grammar and phonetics) which are the province of our membership. The LAGB has recently given technical help with the National Literacy Strategy and will be glad to do the same in any other area of language education.

Q9 Do you agree that mathematics, English, science and ICT should  form the core of the 14‑16 curriculum? 

Our comments relate to just one subject in this list, 'English'. We agree entirely that English language should be a core subject. Communication through both writing and speech is a fundamental skill which is still developing between 14 and 16, so English language satisfies all the criteria in paragraph 3.9.  We are less convinced that the same is true of English literature.  We supported the recent QCA proposal to separate English Language and English Literature more clearly at GCSE, so we believe that the two subjects should also be clearly separated in the new proposals.  
	
We understand why language and literature have often tended to be studied together (at least since the Ancient Greeks taught grammar as an aid in understanding Homer), but as linguists we believe this tight linkage is unhelpful and unnecessary for the following reasons:
	Literature is only one of many important manifestations of language, and should not dominate the teaching of language skills. 

The structures of a language are revealed at least as clearly in non-literary work as in literature.
Literature typically includes only a few of the many genres and functions that the National Curriculum rightly recognises as important.
None of these remarks detracts from the importance of literature in the curriculum; our point is simply that language is even more important and the two should not be put on equal footing.

Recommendation: that the term 'English' should be replaced by the term 'English language', and that 'English literature' should be listed along with the arts and humanities as an entitlement. (A more radical proposal which we would support strongly is to merge English language with MFL into a single subject called 'Language', in which the different language-study areas can support each other more fully than at present.)


  Q10 Do you agree that the areas set out in paragraphs 3.12‑3.14  should also be compulsory at 14‑16?
In this case we should like to underline the importance of language in all these areas of personal development. This importance underlies our claim (above) that English language is fundamental, but it also means that time should be found in the English language class for at least some of the language issues that arise in personal development. The following list spells out some of the more obvious links between language and the areas of personal development listed in paragraph 3.12-15.

Citizenship. Language is fundamental to citizenship in two different ways:
	In any society, citizens have multiple allegiances, but this is especially clear in multilingual societies (on which there is a great deal of research evidence). Bilingual pupils should have an opportunity to explore these allegiances in terms of language use, and monolingual English speakers would benefit greatly from understanding and appreciating the skills of their bilingual class-mates. These issues are fundamental to the goal of inclusion (as noted also in paragraph 3.20).
All the issues of citizenship must be expressed in language, and many of the words and concepts need to be taught or at least studied explicitly. 

Religious education, careers education, sex education and PE all depend on a vocabulary of words and ideas that pupils may not know - notions ranging from the most abstract (respect, tolerance, career, commitment, fitness) to more concrete and specific details (font, CV, conceive, tendon).

Work-related learning. Any area of 'work' has its specialist vocabulary and culture, which pupils might explore before (and after) undertaking their work-experience; and even more importantly, pupils need to know how to interact linguistically with colleagues and the public (e.g. how to address the manager or a customer). 

Q11 Do you support the proposal for the new statutory entitlement to  a subject within modern foreign languages, design and technology, the  arts and the humanities set out in paragraphs 3.16‑3.23? 

We agree strongly with the arguments in paragraph 3.20, which introduces the (to us) very promising idea that 'modern language' teaching might embrace the teaching of community languages; and we admire the aspirations of paragraphs 3.21-22. However the proposal raises serious questions which remain unanswered:

	We note that  'statutory entitlement' means that schools would be required 'to make these subject areas available to any pupil wishing to study them'. How would this apply in the case of modern foreign languages (MFL)? If a pupil asked, for example, to study Spanish, would the school be obliged to provide Spanish, or would any modern language do? If any language would do, would it be possible to offer a local community language? If so, we would welcome this suggestion enthusiastically for multilingual schools with strong local community languages, where it might give a more helpful language-learning environment than the traditional European languages. 


	How does the proposal respond to the crisis in languages which paragraph 3.20 describes so well? Far from promoting the importance of language learning, it demotes it to a mere option which is in danger of being taken by a dwindling number of pupils. To a cynic the proposal looks like an easy way out of the current crisis in teacher recruitment, and it looks like the opposite of what is needed to reverse the decline in MFL: a concerted effort to make languages more attractive to all pupils. We do not believe that the current disapplication rate (paragraph 3.21) is inevitable, or that language-learning is the preserve of an academic élite.


	We recognise that the proposal is paired with a proposal to make MFL more widely available at primary level. However we also notice that one of the arguments for that move is based on social inclusion: leaving MFL to independent schools at primary level deepens the tendency for MFL to be learned by the wealthy. Why do exactly the same arguments not apply at KS4, where independent schools are likely to continue to offer MFL? 


	We agree that it is important for adults to be able to learn a new language 'if we are to participate successfully in the global economy' (paragraph 3.21), but adult language learning is likely to be easier for those who have studied language at school and understand something of how languages 'work'. Those who are most tempted to drop MFL at the end of KS3 are the future adults who will most need this help. How do they benefit from being allowed to make this decision at the age when they are most likely to make decisions that they will regret in later life?



